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INTRODUCTION

W e are misreading the times. The error is understandable. In the 
post-enlightenment era, humans tend to measure life through 

concrete external and visible realities. By this measure, the declining 
levels of participation in various forms of institutional religion indicate a 
decrease in our valuing of the sacred.

But that would miss a movement in the other direction. Despite the trends 
of reduced church attendance, we are witnessing a dramatic uptick in 
fascination with the many ways the transcendent “nds its way into our 
lives. The growth of such activities as forest bathing, tarot card readings, 
dream groups, psychedelics, prayer, and meditation suggests the times may 
indeed be more ”spiritual than secularA after all.

The re’ections in this book endeavor to tell that alternative narrative. 
Ct the heart, youMll sense a yearning on my part to recover a symbolic, 
poetic, and imaginative approach to the Phristian faith. This is not the 
faith of my childhood. I was shaped by a loving family with no interest 
in institutional religion. Through a long circuitous route, in my early 
twenties, I found myself on the north side of Lount Jinos, the center 
of the universe to indigenous Phumash people, at a summer camp run 
by Eutherans. Cs water poured over my head, surrounded by newfound 
friends, I experienced Phrist, not so much as a personal savior but as 
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a companion, guide, and instigator. Vrom that point on, weMve been 
wrestling through this life. 

Ponfounded by many of the ways the church has “ltered the religion 
of this “rst-century rabbi, IMve probed the teachings and doctrines. Vor 
over four decades, IMve openly expressed my doubts and wonders, like 
a modern-day Thomas, the patron saint of all who wonder. Ct times, 
I became despondent and considered walking away, but I stayed. These 
essays might best be considered 1ournal entries on some epic voyage. 

Harly in the PF9ID-GR pandemic, I had a dream that included all the 
imagery ripe with mythic and symbolic signi“cance. I walked into an 
overgrown city park with crumbling ruins and decaying statues of Ureek 
and qoman-era marble, but a stairway led to an underground chamber 
where a congregation gathered for worship. Cs I entered the cave, a man 
and a woman welcomed me and said, ”This is not a church where you will 
“nd answers, though there are answers along the way.A

In her book Primary Speech: A Psychology of Prayer, Cnn *lanov writes, 
”This central 'uestioning of Uod is one of the ways we reach most directly 
to Uod.AG  What youMll “nd in the following pages are not so much answers 
as 'uestions to be lived.  

NNN

While IMve placed the essays in an order designed to help the reader 
move from an introduction of the ideas to more speci“c concepts, you 
can pick up any essay and read. The “rst section, Hxploring Frdinary 
Lysteries, introduces the bookYs overall theme, namely that we live in a 
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world far more mysterious than we may have been led to believe.  The 
second section, Toward a Zymbolic Phristianity, tackles speci“c teachings 
from the Phristian faith and presents a symbolic or imaginative way of 
understanding it. The third section, Jracticing a Zymbolic Eife, provides 
examples of how my explored themes might manifest in oneMs daily life.

Lany  of  these  essays  were  originally  written  and  published  in  my 
newsletter, ”The 3otebooks of Sames OaKelwood.A *nder the guidance 
and feedback from many readers and the persistence of my editor, Sanna 
Hvermeyer, IMve updated them for clarity and readability. 

If you are interested, IMve prepared a study guide with re’ection 'uestions, 
which can be used for a small group discussion or individually for personal 
re’ections. zou can “nd that, as well as more of my writing, at my website 
www.1ameshaKelwood.net 

G.   Cnn 8 Barry *lanov, Primary Speech: A Psychology of Prayer (Atlanta: 
Westminster  Sohn )now Jress, GR4j , 4.

http://www.1ameshaKelwood.net


Chapter One

WE ARE CITIZENS OF 
TWO REALMS

W e do not leave the shore of the known in search of adventure or 
suspense or because of the failure of reason to answer our questions. 

We sail because our mind is like a fantastic seashell, and when applying our 
ear to its lips we hear a perpetual murmur from the waves beyond the shore. 
Citizens of two realms, we all must sustain a dual allegiance: we sense the 
ineffable in one realm, we name and exploit reality in another. 

—Rabbi Abraham Joshua Heschel

Abraham Joshua Heschel (1907–1972) was an American rabbi and one of 
the leading Jewish theologians and philosophers of the 20th century. As 
a professor of Jewish studies at the Jewish Theological Seminary in New 
York City, he was noted for presenting prophetic and mystical aspects of 
his religion, Heschel authored numerous books and was deeply involved 
in the civil rights movement. He argued that spiritual encounters with the 
divine are fundamental to human life.1 

The quote above comes from his book Man Is Not Alone: A Philosophy 
of  Religion. This  is  essentially  a  treatise  on how human beings  can 
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understand God. While recognizing a dixerence between humanity and 
the divine, Heschel suggests that encounters with the Holy are a part 
of human e’perience.  The book e’plores the problems of doubt and 
faith and the human yearning for spirituality. While distinctively Jewish 
in its theological frame, the book has much to oxer the contemporary 
seeker, whether of Jewish, Christian, Muslim, or any other faith tradition. 
Even the agnostics among us, who are many, would appreciate HeschelIs 
writings, for he is far more universal than one might suppose.

:Im particularly attracted to that last sentence from the opening epigraph“ 
”Citizens of two realms, we all must sustain a dual allegiance . . .- Heschel 
seems to be suggesting that we humans live in two realities that are of equal 
value. This idea is very much in keeping with the writings of the great 
wisdom traditions as well as in the jeld of depth psychology. While most 
of us today are very much aware of a realm of paychecks, grocery stores, 
and automobiles, we also have an intuitive sense that there is something 
else.

That ”something else- is di?cult to describe, so we often do not even 
talk about it. Yet, given an opportunity and a safe environment, : have 
found people willing and eager to share their encounters with the sacred 
realm. Years ago, : preached an unusual sermon while visiting Trinity 
Lutheran Church in Chelmsford, Massachusetts. The homily consisted of 
four stories of encounters by people who e’perienced something out of the 
ordinary. :n conversations with congregation members after the worship 
service, an older man described a time in his late twenties when he heard 
a voice caution his over4obsession with his career. That encounter, which 
he described as holy, changed his entire approach to his family. ”: vowed to 
spend more time with my wife and children,- he said. ”:n jfty years since 
that voice spoke to me, :Ive never regretted that decision.- : also learned 
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that he had never told anyone about that e’perience. 

:ncreasingly, : hear stories like this from people. They had something 
unusual happen, but they never told anyone. :tIs as if that old Foke rings 
true“ Why is it when someone says they talk to God, we call it prayer, but 
if they say God talked to them, we call it crazyU That has been a prevailing 
attitude in our society for a long time, but itIs beginning to change. More 
people are coming forward with their stories of an e’perience in this other 
realm.

Dr. Andrew Root is an American theologian who has written e’tensively 
about ministry in the conte’t of secular society. He outlines the gradual 
cultural shift from the sacred to the secular over the last jve hundred years 
and makes the case obvious to many that we no longer live in a fully sacred 
cultural framework. Today, our e’perience of life is guided by the rational 
and the scientijc. One e’ample that illustrates this shift“ :f your child got 
sick in the 1;00s, you thought it to be an attack of the devil or demons 
and you sought out a healer, shaman, or priest. :n a spirit4infused age, you 
turned to prayer and ritual for healing. :f your child is sick today, you take 
them to a medical doctor. While we welcome the prayers of clergy and 
friends, itIs unlikely that you will rely on faith alone.

Dr. Root points out that we are grateful for the many advantages of 
living in a secular worldview. 3or e’ample, antibiotics, indoor plumbing, 
food safety, and transportation make our lives safer, longer, and more 
comfortable. :Ill be honest. : like living in this secular scientijc worldview. 
:Im writing this on a computer that allows me to edit easily in a heated 
room, following a breakfast that was easily procured. Life is good in the 
secular world.

Yet, has the secular gone too farU  Have we so emphasized rationality that we 
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have pushed away from the sacredU This brings us to the Swiss psychiatrist 
Carl Gustav Jung, an early founder of modern psychology along with 
Sigmund 3reud. Jung parted ways with 3reud primarily over the latterIs 
insistence that all neurosis is about repressed se’uality. Jung then set about 
a lifelong proFect that focused on our need for a spiritual dimension. While 
there is much in his Collected Works about psychology, we can jnd much 
about his exorts to help the modern world discover a new way of accessing 
the sacred. Bnfortunately, Jung was misunderstood in his lifetimeP today, 
his work receives a more favorable audience.

Jung often wrote of his exorts to give modern people a new sense of the 
sacred. One e’ample comes from a book he published Fust a few years 
before his death.

This is not to say that Christianity is jnished. : am, on 
the  contrary,  convinced  that  it  is  not  Christianity,  but 
our conception and interpretation of it, that has become 
antiquated in the face of the present world situation. The 
Christian symbol is a living thing that carries in itself the seeds 

of further development.2

—C. G. Jung

Jung, like Heschel, advocated that we all must jnd a way to live in two 
realms and hold a dual allegiance. Our society has neglected the realm of 
wonder, mystery, spirit, the HolyP call it what you wish. :nstead, we have 
become one4sided in valuing only the world we can see, touch, and taste. 
Another way to think of it is our emphasis on the jve senses to the neglect 
of the si’th sense, the power of intuitive perception. This causes us to be 
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heavily materialist in our orientation. : use the word materialist because 
it describes our orientation toward concrete, tangible things, an emphasis 
that pairs well with consumer capitalism. 

:Im deeply concerned about this imbalance. :f Heschel and Jung are 
correct, and we do indeed live in two realms, yet increasingly ignore or 
deny the realm of mystery, wonder, and God, where will that lead usU : 
fear that an e’clusively materialist worldview either leaves people bereft of 
meaning or jnd meaning only in the acquisition of more stux. :Im not 
against the comforts of modern life, but almost anyone with enough life 
e’perience recognizes that more stux, new stux, and bigger stux do not 
lead to fuljllment.

Much of what youIll read in these essays will circumambulate these ideas. 
”Man cannot live a meaningless life,- wrote Jung.' Today, we are engaged 
in multiple activities that seem to be distracting and self4destructive. : canIt 
help but wonder if this is rooted in our need to regain a balance between 
the two realms in which we live.

Throughout human history, we have found meaning when our individual 
lives are connected to a larger story. We have evidence from the earliest cave 
paintings and burials that we hominids had a concept of the afterlife, the 
realm of mystery, the ”larger story.- That larger story is a realm beyond 
the day4to4day of life. The good news is that we have multiple ways at 
our disposal to re4engage with that realm. The long history of wisdom 
traditions points us to many options. These essays will be practical as well 
as poetic and philosophical. :n the coming chapters, : intend to amplify 
opportunities to rekindle meaning and connection with God. Through 
story, cinema, dreams, the arts, meditation, folktales, and such, :Ill describe 
ways people can connect with the larger story of life.
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:Ill leave you with a delightful reading from William Staxord.

The Way It Is

ThereIs a thread you follow. 
:t goes among things that change. 
/ut it doesnIt change.
5eople wonder about what you are pursuing.
You have to e’plain about the thread.
/ut it is hard for others to see.
While you hold it you canIt get lost.
Tragedies happenP people get hurt or die“ and you suxer and get old.
Nothing you do can stop timeIs unfolding.
You don6t ever let go of the thread.;

1. https“ www.britannica.com biography Abraham4Joshua4Heschel

2. C. G. Jung, The Collected Works of C. G. Jung (New York“ 5antheon
/ooks, 19 '4 ), 10“ ;1.

'.   Edward 3. Edinger, The New God-Image: A Study of Jung’s Key Letters 
Concerning the Evolution of the Western God-Image (Wilmette, :L“ Chiron 
5ublications, c199 ), ;9. Jung was a man of the 19th and early 20th 
centuries, so he uses the terms man or mankind to refer to human beings. 
: acknowledge this fault in his language which should be rewritten human 
beings cannot live a meaningless life. However, : will quote him in these 
notebooks as the original te’t records his writings.

;.   William Staxord, Ask Me: 100 Essential Poems (Minneapolis,  MN“ 
Graywolf 5ress, c201;), 7.

http://www.britannica.com%ED%AF%80%ED%B1%8Abiography%ED%AF%80%ED%B1%8AAbraham4Joshua4Heschel


Chapter Two

WE NEED SYMBOLIC 
INTELLIGENCE

Y ou’ve heard of IQ, short for intelligence quotient. The IQ test is 
considered to be a wamed instruyent, midel( used to yeasure one’s 

syarts. S“a( ”syaahtsB mith a )oston accent.7 I recall being adyinistered 
the IQ test in Mth grade. p( ?arents never told ye the results. “hould 
I be morried1 In the 900Ds, Ganiel Eoleyan develo?ed his theor( of 
kI, short for eyotional intelligence, soyetiyes referred to as eyotional 
quotient SkQ7. kI is often dexned as the abilit( to ?erceive, understand, 
yanage, and handle eyotions. Those mith a high level of eyotional 
intelligence can identif( hom the( and others are feeling, use eyotional 
inforyation to guide their thinJing and behavior, diAerentiate betmeen 
diAerent eyotions, and ada?t their omn eyotions in res?onse to diAerent 
situations and environyents.

These are essential eleyents in our societ(, but me also need s(ybolic 
intelligence. I did a quicJ internet search to see if this eHists (et, and all 
I could xnd mere references to s(ybolic artixcial intelligence, a fory of 
coy?uter ?rocessing seeJing to yiyic huyan use of s(ybols. That’s not 
mhat I’y referencing. I’y referring to our huyan ca?acit( to understand 
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realit( through s(ybols and yeta?hors. L s(ybol is a re?resentation that 
conve(s a yeaning be(ond mhat me can consciousl( see or feel. It could 
be a visible iyage, liJe a sign or an ob:ect, or even a mord. “(ybols allom 
us to inter?ret and connect ideas, ob:ects, and relationshi?s that mould 
othermise a??ear disconnected.

“(ybolic intelligence is the abilit(, or o?enness, to engage mith sacred 
teHts, religious icons, or hol( s?aces mith an attitude of monder, curiosit(, 
and millingness. The function is to be intellectuall(, eyotionall(, and 
?h(sicall( yoved b( the encounter. In other mords, it’s about yore than 
:ust gaining logical inforyation. It’s about entering an eH?erience of the 
nuyinous. Ls Zason “yith mrites in Religious but Not Religious, ”The 
s(ybol is soyething to be lived mith, not ?ossessed, soyething to be 
contey?lated, not studiedR soyething to be nurtured, not yined for 
treasures. ;ur attitude needs to be one of discover( and not interrogation, 
of love and not yerel( logic.B9

I traveled to Zerusaley, Nalestine, Israel, and the Wol( 6and several (ears 
ago. Guring the tour, our grou? heard a constant refrain froy the guide— 
this yight have been mhere Zesus did or said such and such. Lfter several 
of these, a fellom traveler ?ulled ye aside and said, ”I caye all this ma(, and 
no one seeys to Jnom an(thing. Lll this might have been the ?lace stuA 
bugs ye. jhat’s the ?oint of the tri?1B je s?ent several da(s discussing 
his disya(. I attey?ted to hel? hiy see the land, ancient buildings, and 
the stories me read as mindoms into a beautiful morld. I described that 
morld as the intersection of the eHternal realit( of ?eo?le and things mith 
the internal landsca?e of his soul. jhat ha??ens at that intersection is the 
?lace mhere the s(ybols of the faith coye to life. We struggled mith this 
idea until (ears later, mhen he had a dreay of malJing along the “ea of 
Ealilee. Wis eH?erience of the dreay and the tiye in maJing life mhen he 
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malJed near that sea began to o?en hiy u? to a s(ybolic a??roach to life. 

“(ybols  of  transforyation  are  an  iy?ortant  ?art  of 
?s(chological  and  s?iritual  gromth,  develo?yent  and 
yaturation, ?articularl( in tiyes of ?rofound transition, 
threshold, crises and change. Zungian ?s(cholog( asserts that 
yental conce?ts and ?rocesses alone often fail  to gras? 
?s(chological and s?iritual realities as a mhole, so our ?s(che 
is often driven to use s(ybols, iyages and yeta?hors. This is 
because the( s?eaJ to our mhole ?ersonzto our yind, heart, 
senses, yeyories, bod(, eH?eriences and iyaginationzand 
have  the  ca?acit(  to  engage  us  yore  full(  than yental 

conce?ts alone.8

zZulienne pc6ean 

The Webrem )ible contains the mell3Jnomn stor( of Lday and kve in the 
Earden of kden. If me read this ?assage literall(, me’d viem it as a historicall( 
accurate re?orting of an event coy?lete mith a literal garden, a real live 
ser?ent, and tmo huyan beings xve feet seven inches tall. Wuh1 Wom far 
do me mant to go domn this road of literalisy1 jhat color are their e(es, 
their sJin, and mhat siCe shoes1 Goes the snaJe talJ1 In mhat language1 
Webrem, Lrayaic, or -ormegian1 I ho?e that fem ?eo?le understand this 
stor( as a literal descri?tion of an actual historical event. 

)ut mhat if me read this stor( mith s(ybolic intelligence1 je could taJe 
tiye to eH?lore so yuch in this stor(, but let’s looJ at the setting, mhich 
is a garden. The garden re?resents a sacred s?ace in alyost all cultures 
morldmide, uniting the conscious and unconscious morlds. In other mords, 
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the garden is the area mhere this morld and the s?iritual morld yeet to 
create fertilit( and nem life. )ut an(one groming a garden Jnoms it’s also 
an untayed s?ace. ;ne is constantl( dealing mith meeds, insects, and 
interlo?ers. If me do not continue to tend a garden, it quicJl( returns to 
a milderness ?lace. kH?loring the s(ybolic a??roach to this stor( (ields 
yuch yore than yere inforyation.

p( ?oint, once again, is not that those ancient ?eo?le told 
literal stories and me are nom syart enough to taJe they 
s(ybolicall(, but that the( told they s(ybolicall( and me are 
nom duyb enough to taJe they literall(. The( Jnem mhat 

the( mere doingR me don’t.!

zZohn Goyinic ïrossan

The tery ”s(ybolB has its roots in the ancient EreeJ mord symballein, 
yeaning ”thromn together.B je can thinJ of the conscious and the 
unconscious as tmo circlesR s(ybols incor?orate eleyents froy both 
realys, unif(ing they mhen eH?erienced. “(ybols a??ear ?omerful to us 
because the( evoJe ideas that coye froy a y(sterious sourcezmhich me 
refer to as ”the unconscious.B 

“(ybols can hel? us discover as?ects of ourselves and our morld. 6ooJ for 
s(ybols mherever (ou go. You’ll xnd they ever(mhere.   

The fountains in our cities evoJe ancient s?rings of renemal. 
The cross at the to? of a church brings u? the s(ybolisy 
of the crucixHion and also the ?lace mhere the vertical and 
horiContal, and also heaven and earth, yeet. jedding rings 
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yade of gold and diayonds ?royise union forever. L??les, 
so coyyon in advertiseyent, reyind us of health and (outh 
but also of The Tree of Eood and kvil in the )ible. In a 
negative fory it a??ears as the ?oisoned a??le of the mitch in 
fair( tales, or it siy?l( indicates bad or rotten character. éast 
cars evoJe s?eed and mealth. The inde?endence of the house 
cat can becoye a s(ybol for an inner as?ect of soyeone’s 
?ersonalit(. Anything becomes a symbol when it has some 
hidden quality that moves us in some way. L sunset ya( :ust 
be the ending of the da( or iyagined as the y(th of the 
hero travelling mith the sun into the undermorld. The morld 

becoyes yagical mhen (ou begin looJing for s(ybols4
zThe  Lrchive  for  2esearch  in  Lrchet(?al  “(ybolisy 
SL2L“7

je live in a tiye mhen the cognitive, logical, and literal have doyinated 
our a??roach to yost of life. This has enabled great things to ha??en. 
je have antibiotics, ?re?ared foods, and insulated hoyes as benexts of 
this a??roach. I’y not dis?araging rational thought ?rocesses. Womever, 
the ?enduluy has smung so far in one direction that me risJ abandoning 
the sacred, the y(ster( and monder of life. éortunatel(, me are entering 
a tiye mhen s(ybolic thinJing is returning, not mith ?re3knlightenyent 
na/vet5, but in a nem ma( that incor?orates the Jnomledge me’ve gained 
froy our yodern develo?yent of de?th ?s(cholog(, anthro?olog(, and 
the stud( of y(th. Ges?ite all our ?rogress in yodern societ(, ?eo?le 
long for encounters in nature, yeditation o??ortunities, or ma(s to be 
creative. 2eclaiying a s(ybolic a??roach to ancient misdoy can hel? in 
these tiyes.
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2eligious stories are to civiliCations mhat dreays are to 
individuals. The( are s(ybolicall( encoded yessages froy 
the de?ths of the huyan soul. Zust as it mould be inadvisable 
to inter?ret our dreays literall(, in mhich case me mould 
get into all sorts of trouble mith the real morld and huyan 
relationshi?s, so me yiss the inner yeaning of scri?tures 
b( uniyaginative readings. The( are onl( loosel( related 
to ”realit(B as me understand it. The( deyand rewection, 
contey?lation, and an understanding of s(ybolic language. 
If me bring iyagination and Jnomledge to bear on religious 
stories the( can coye to life in uneH?ected ma(s. Lt the saye 
tiye, this yeta?horical turn brings mith it the advantage that 
religion loses its arrogant and absolutist sting, alloming us 
to coybat the violence and discord to mhich literalisy gives 

rise.K

3 Gavid Tace(

9.   Zason k. “yith, Religious but Not Religious: Living a Symbolic Life 
SLsheville, -ï— ïhiron Nublications, 8D907, K8.

8.   htt?— mmm.contey?latives?iritualit(.org yedia :ytalJ9 D!9!.?df 

!.   Zohn Goyinic ïrossan, Who is Jesus? Answers to Your Questions about the 
Historical Jesus S6ouisville, Y— jestyinster Zohn noH Nress, c900P7, M0.

K.   Gavid Z. Tace(, Religion as Metaphor: Beyond Literal Belief  S-em YorJ— 
2outledge, 8D9 7, 9. 



Chapter Twenty-Six

WE ARE LINKED TO 
THE INFINITE

W e are lived by powers we pretend to understand. 

—W.H. Auden

Have you ever had an experience where you sensed you were in the presence 
of God?

I’m guessing the answer might be yes, but perhaps you’ve never thought 
that your experience was spiritual. These are unexplained encounters, 
and involve phenomena that run counter to our everyday life experience. 
Some people have wildly bizarre encounters with the Holy while others 
have more ordinary events, and still others may have had some sort of 
“thing” happen that they believe they cannot share with anyone. I’m 
convinced almost everyone has had some type of encounter, but some may 
be reluctant to describe the experience. 

The American psychologist William James discusses this idea in his classic 
book, The Varieties of Religious Experience. He distinguishes between 
primary religious encounters, direct personal experiences, and secondary 
religion, which involves teachings about the faith or organizational aspects. 
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Most  of  what  happens  in  American church life  today is  secondary 
religion—information,  analysis,  and description.  When I  preach or 
teach on a Scripture passage or describe a theological concept, I am 
practicing secondary religion. It’s secondary because it’s about the religious 
experience.

Primary religion is the direct experience of the Holy, such as encounters 
with  phenomena,  hauntings,  or  numinous  creatures,  conversations 
with angels, or experiences of gentle calm. Those encounters can be 
mountain-top experiences or subtle reminders of the blessing of being 
alive. They can be out in nature, inside your living room, or around the 
corner from your place of work. 

The quote above is from the poem “In Memory of Ernst Toller” by W. 
H. Auden.1 The line “We are lived by powers we pretend to understand” 
has a broader application to the two realms I wrote about in the jrst 
chapter of this book. Auden captures in Nust a few words the profound 
truth that humans are inFuenced by forces beyond our rational, conscious, 
and materialist perspectives.

Auden’s  words  suggest  that  something  other  than  our  rational 
ego-centered mind inFuences our thoughts and actions. Ramely, there 
is a presence among us, within us, and around us. We could give many 
names to this presence, but I’ll focus here on its spiritual signijcance. 
We encounter glimpses of this presence throughout our lives—a feeling, 
an intuition, perhaps a vision, or even a voice. Yor example, in my book 
Everyday Spirituality, I describe the experience of David, a struggling 
alcoholic, who “saw” a nurse at the foot of his bed as he recovered in a 
hospital. 
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The next day, David was transferred from RK: television in 
Rew Bork :ity to a small a4liate in Valamazoo, Michigan. 
There, for several years, he worked in local radio sales and 
continued to drink. As many an alcoholic will attest, he was 
possessed. He could not stop. Over time he made several 
attempts at a rehab and Alcoholics Anonymous—and also 

had multiple close calls with death. 
It all came to a head one night, when David consumed so 
much alcohol that he had to be hospitalized. Kut to this day 

he has no recollection of how he got to the hospital.
One evening, David awoke to the presence of a nurse at the 
foot of his bed. He saw a large African American woman 
dressed in a  white  uniform, like  the traditional  nurse’s 
uniform, including the white cap that was a staple of the 
uniform in a previous era. She looked at him and said5 “What 

are you doing with your life?”
The next morning as the sunlight came into his hospital 

room, he asked the attendant if he could speak to the nurse.
“I’m the on-duty nurse, sir,” said the small, slight, older white 

woman.
“Ro, I mean the other nurse. The one who was here last 

night.”
“I am the night duty nurse, sir. I’m the only one who’s been 

on this Foor all night.”2

What did my friend David see? Was it an alcohol-induced hallucination? 
Was it an angelic being? Was it a dream? Was it a messenger? Was it an 
unseen power, as Auden would suggest?
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Australian philosopher David Tacey recently dejned spirituality as “The 
power of eternity yearning to be in time,” echoing William Klake’s 
“Eternity is in love with the productions of time.”  This line comes from 
Klake’s masterpiece The Marriage of Heaven and Hell. I contend that 
people in our time seek the eternal. We yearn for encounters with the 
injnite because it helps give our lives a sense of meaning and purpose.C  

The expansive interest in astrology and yoga can be understood as a 
desire to encounter mystery, wonder, and the injnite. Empirical forms 
of religious experience are on the rise in Kuddhism and Hinduism, 
emphasizing meditation. In the :hristian tradition, we see this in the 
global increase of Pentecostalism, focusing on a direct encounter with the 
divine. I recall a visit years ago to a 6ineyard Movement worship service 
that featured a wide range of people speaking in tongues, rolling on the 
Foor, and dancing in the aisles. A recent article in the New York Times by 
3uth Graham described new alternatives to traditional church baptisms, 
including baptisms in the ocean, in horse troughs, even in hot tubs. When 
asked to describe the motivation behind the trend, “We live in an age where 
people like experiences,” said Mark :lifton, pastor of Linwood Kaptist 
:hurch in Vansas. “It’s not that it looks better, but it feels better. It feels 
more authentic. It feels more real.”' One could easily argue that this trend 
is gimmicky, but my point in highlighting it here is to illustrate the desire 
for an experiential religion.

The advertising industry has also watched this growth. Products and 
experiences are marketed to us with a clear message5 Satisfying your 
personal  desires  is  the  ultimate  fuljllment—Nust  buy  this  product, 
vacation, or automobile. Perhaps this explains what surveys consistently 
reveal5 the number one recreational activity for Americans is shopping. We 
seek our recreation and re-creation in the acquisition of goods and services.
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Kut many late-modern people jnd acquisition of things to be inadequate 
for living a whole and meaningful life. We long for something more 
profound. 

How can we humans, living in a digital age, rediscover and reconnect with 
God? I o–er the following as possibilities. Of course, there are likely other 
ways, but I’ll focus on jve ways we connect with the spiritual realm.  

The Arts5 I consider music, painting, sculpture, dance, and drama to 
be among creative expressions that have a sacred quality. My wife often 
describes singing as her spiritual discipline. It feeds her and gives her great 
Noy, but it also somehow connects her with something deeper. My brother 
is an artist in the San Yrancisco area. Through various print imaginings, he 
reveals insight into both ancient and contemporary events. A friend Nust 
took up pottery, and another has returned to her love of dance. “I don8t 
care if I look like a fool. I’m feeling a spirit alive in me while I move,” she 
said.

Relationships5 I’m thinking of the long-lasting relationships we have 
with signijcant people in our lives. Through these, we learn more about 
ourselves than in any classroom, book, or therapeutic exchange. Is God 
present in that life of loving relations?  I think so. The Greeks had three 
words for love. In Sanskrit, there are over one hundred words for love, yet 
in English, we rely on modijers to help us explain love. 3omantic love is 
di–erent than brotherly love. Erotic love is not the same as compassionate 
love. What we experience in those jrst few weeks and months of a romantic 
relationship evolves after ten years, thirty years, or longer. We grow and 
change as individuals and in relationships. If God is Love, as the Kible says, 
our lifelong experience of evolving love is a spiritual encounter. 

Yirst :orinthians 1C contains a well-known passage about love, frequently 
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read at weddings. It even made it into a scene in the 2""0 movie Wedding 
Crashers. When read at a wedding ceremony, this passage reminds us of 
the romantic aspects of love. Kut when I heard it read at the funeral of 
an eighty-three-year-old man by his granddaughter, I wept. Love took on 
an entirely di–erent signijcance. It spoke of resilience and endurance, 
compassion, and gentleness in ways I had not considered. A piece of 
Scripture that had become rather lifeless for me, as one who has attended 
hundreds of weddings, suddenly leaped o– the page and pierced my heart.

Love is patient, love is kind,It does not envy, it does not boast, it is not proud.
It does not dishonor others, it is not self-seeking, 
it is not easily angered, it keeps no record of wrong.
Love does not delight in evil but rejoices in the truth. 
It always protects, always trusts, always hopes, always perseveres.
Love never fails.

—I :orinthians 1C5'() 

Nature: A walk in the woods, a swim in the lake, a bike ride along a country 
road. What is it about the natural world that opens us up to the sacred? 
Perhaps more than any other practice, people report mystical encounters 
taking place in the natural world. We now have scientijc evidence of the 
benejt of simply being outside for twenty minutes. Kut before all the 
neuroscience, humans lived in the environment of trees, rivers, and open 
plains. As late-modern people in a technological age, we forget that we are 
animals, and our roots are in the natural world. The history of religion 
in the world contains stories of people encountering God in the created 
world—in a burning bush, underneath a Kodhi Tree, in the river Jordan, 
or in a desert cave.  Are you looking for a way to connect with God?  Take 
a walk outside.
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Dreams5 Dreams provide opportunities to experience a sacred realm and 
possibly an avenue to the soul. One author called them God’s forgotten 
language, while another wrote of dreams as unopened letters from God.0 
The parade of night visions that cross our awareness while we sleep allows 
us to experience the Holy. I look forward to each night as I hit the pillow, 
and often ask myself, What will the dream maker show me tonight? Rext 
to my bed sits a small Nournal where I can record my dreams. They come 
to us without charge . . . a symbol of the ongoing gift of grace from God. 
It is in dreaming that we enter a world of mystery and wonder. While 
some comment that they do not recall their dreams, and others write them 
o– as insignijcant, there is ample evidence of the healing and meaning of 
dreams.

Most dreams are representations of what goes on inside the 
dreamer. Dreams usually speak of the evolution of forces 
inside us, the conFicts of values and viewpoints there, the 
di–erent unconscious energy systems that are trying to be 
heard, trying to jnd their way into our conscious lives.7- 
3obert A. Johnson

Prayer/Meditation5 While words can shape our experiences, I fear they 
can also cover up the direct encounter with the Holy. I’ve read beautiful 
prayers for decades, but not one can match the experience of the sacred. 
Our meetings with the numinous are ine–able. So often, when we hear the 
word prayer, we think of written or spoken prayers. Sadly, many prayers 
seem to be telling God what we want, need, desire. Is it possible that a 
healthy relationship with the divine involves a two-way conversation.
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Kut prayer should not be something we seek to perfect, as the poet Mary 
Oliver reminds us in this line from her poem &Praying.& 

. . . this isn’t a contest but the doorway into thanks, and a silence in which 
another voice may speak./

I’ve illustrated a few practical ways we can seek out the numinous, but let’s 
be clear that it is more often the case that God jnds us, rather than us 
jnding God. Therefore, the Holy often surprises us in its appearance. Kut 
we can put ourselves in a place of awareness and openness.
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